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Abstract
The Turkish- German migration movement
did not start with the recruitment agreement
in 1961. However, with this agreement,
migration from Turkey became a new dynamic.
As migration is usually accompanied by return
migration, we may also say that the TurkishGerman migration movements have not been
only characterised by the migration of Turkish
citizens to Germany, but also by their return.
Consequently, we can observe different types
of return migration parallel to the changing
nature of migration movements to Germany
in the last 50 years. Today, more than 50 years
after the recruitment agreement, the population
with Turkish migration background has
significantly changed. For immigrants with
Turkish background in Germany, we can
identify several aspects, such as rising age,
the increasing number of naturalisations and
the rising educational level of the second and
particularly the third and fourth generations.
As a result, the type of people returning to
Turkey has also varied: A rough segmentation
reveals three types of returnees today: (i) those
retirees who decided to live their retirement
days in Turkey, (ii) those retirees who spend
half of the year in Germany and half of the
year in Turkey and (iii) those second and
third generation young and educated people
who come to Turkey for job possibilities. In
* Orient-Institut Istanbul

particular, the last group- the young and highly
educated- cannot be called returnees as such
as they were born in the country where their
forebears settled. However, this group of young
and educated migrants is often lucky in the
sense that their professional skills correspond to
the needs of the Turkish labour market. While
previous returnees often drove taxis or delivery
trucks, built rental houses or set up small
businesses and became part of the service sector,
they now work in many different sectors ranging
from arts and culture to telecommunications,
engineering, banking and are often involved in
the global economy. In this article, we will first
give an overview of the return migration from
the 1960s onwards. Then we will refer to the
return and reintegration policies of the Turkish
state. By doing so, we will not only point to the
changing nature of these policies in general, but
particularly look at rather new developments,
such as the introduction of the Mavi Kart (Blue
Card) and the foundation of the Yurtdışı Türkler
ve Akraba Topluluklar Başkanlığı (Presidency
of Turks Abroad and Related Communities)
for binding highly educated Almancıs to their
parents’ or grandparents’ homeland.
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Introduction
Migration is as old as human history
and return migration has always been
an integral part of humans’ geographical
movements. This also applies to the
Turkish context. However, the largescale migration since the early 1960s
from Turkey to Europe in general and
Germany in particular has considerably
influenced the general image of the
Turkish migration nexus and has led
to the simplistic notion that Turkey is
exclusively a migrant-sending country.
This image of Turkey, however,
characterises only one aspect of the
rather diverse Turkish migration reality.
An analysis of these manifold migration
processes would go beyond the scope of
this article. Therefore, we would just like
to point out some important dimensions
related to this multi-faceted migration
activities as a preliminary remark: First,
throughout history, Turkey has also
always been a host country for important
population movements.1 Second, it
has to be underlined that the Turkish-
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German migration movement did not
start with the recruitment agreement
in 1961. History has a number of
examples. We neither have the time nor
the historical expertise to go into this
large field in detail, but we would like to
point to some examples in order to make
clear that Turkish-German migration is
not a new phenomenon as such.
Many years before the recruitment
agreement Ottoman subjects and
Turkish citizens migrated for a long or
short time to Germany. Beside envoys,
visitors, authors and businessmen who
went to Germany either on diplomatic
or private basis, there were also Young
Turks such as Mehmet Talat Pasha who
were fleeing the late Ottoman Empire in
1918.2 However, also ordinary people
such as workers, students and craftsmen3
settled in Germany for a particular time,
mainly for education or professional
training.4 Figure 1 indicates the rising
number of Ottoman subjects or Turkish
citizens in Berlin between the middle of
the 19th and the beginning of the 20th
century.
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Number of Turks in Berlin

Figure 1: Ottoman Subjects and Turkish Citizens in Berlin
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Source: Gültekin Emre, 300 Jahre Türken an der Spree. Ein vergessenes Kapitel Berliner Kulturgeschichte,
Berlin, Ararat Verlag, pp. 94-95. Calculation by the authors.

Third, it has to be stressed that
migration from Germany to Turkey also
goes back to earlier times. On the one
hand, we can observe- sociologically
spoken- “return migration” from the
above mentioned groups from Germany
to Turkey. On the other hand, a
glance into historical sources reveals
that Germans without Ottoman and/
or Turkish background settled in the
Ottoman Empire or the young Turkish
republic. Well-known examples in this
context are the German officers who
were invited to reform the Ottoman
Army.5 The German scientists in Turkish
exile who fled Nazi Germany are another
well-known examples.6 However, there
were not the only prominent people
from Germany who ended up in the
Ottoman Empire. The first half of the
19th century also many other Germans,
including
craftsmen,
businessmen

and domestic workers,7 migrating to
Istanbul. Due to their settlement in
Turkey, a large number of institutions,
such as the German Hospital,8 the
German School9 and German speaking
Christian churches,10 were founded.11
In spite of this, there is no doubt that
the migration from Turkey became a
new dynamic with the ratification of
the recruitment agreement in 1961. The
number of Turkish citizens, who went
mainly as so-called “guest-workers” to
Germany, rose rapidly from 10,000
in 196212 to 1,607,161 in 2011.13
The number of migrants with Turkish
background- this includes Turkish
citizens, former Turkish citizens who
have naturalised in Germany and their
descendents- is even higher at 2,956,000
in 2011.14 Turkish citizens and people
with Turkish migration background are
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the largest group of all foreigners and
persons with migration backgrounds in
Germany, comprising 18.5% and 23.2%
of the totals, respectively.15

Migration from Turkey to
Germany continued, less due
to labour migration but mainly
due to family reunification in
this period.
Needless to say that the dynamics of
return migration have changed over the
time, parallel to the altering patterns of
out-migration from Turkey to Germany
and the modifying characteristics of the
Almancı16 in Germany today. Currently,
the total number of people in Turkey
with life experience in Germany is high,
estimated to be around 4 million.17
In this article we want to analyse the
official Turkish state policies to bind
Almancıs to their “homeland”18 or
Turkey. In this context, we will first refer
to the return and reintegration policies
of the Turkish state. However, we will
not only point to the changing nature
of these policies, but particularly look at
other and rather new developments such
as the foundation of the Presidency of
Turks Abroad and Related Communities
(Yurtdışı Türkler ve Akraba Topluluklar
Başkanlığı, hereafter YTB) and the
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introduction of the Mavi Kart (Blue
Card). In order to contextualise our
analysis, we initially give an overview on
Turkish-German migration flows from
the 1960s onwards and evaluate the
different stages.

The Main Characteristics
of the Turkish-German
Migration Nexus
Turkish labour migration to Germany
started as a temporary vocational
training programme invented by
the
World
Economic
Institute
(Weltwirtschaftsinstitut) in Kiel in 1957,
through which trainees from Turkey were
sent to Germany with the objective of
facilitating German capital investments
and branches in Turkey where the
trainees should work as foremen.19 In
fact, this was the beginning of a longlasting unofficial labour recruitment
without bilateral agreements or
regulations and which was organised
by private persons and institutions. It
was ignored by the Turkish government
before it turned into an official labour
recruitment agreement between both
states.20 With the ratification of a
recruitment agreement in 1961, the
migration from Turkey became a new
dynamic as mentioned above. More
and more workers from Turkey were
sent to Germany for a limited time,
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most of them of middle and “upper
lower” socio-economic background in
the beginning, followed by members of
poorer households.21 We can characterise
this first stage of migration as circular
migration organised and controlled by
the two states involved. However, the
Turkish state had little influence on the
increasing extent of out-migration in
this first period.22 So the total number

of Turkish citizens in Germany rose
from around 10,000 in 1962 to around
530,000 in 1973.23 Figure 2 shows the
number of workers who were sent from
Turkey to Germany every year. By 1973
it is estimated that about 2 million
migrants from Turkey were involved
in this cyclical form of temporary
migration.24

Figure 2: The Turkish-German Migration Balance (1961-1973)
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Source: Statistische Jahrbücher 1961-1973, calculated by the authors.

The year 1973 is an important turning
point in the history of Turkish-German
migration since the German government
stopped the recruitment of migrant
labour from Turkey. However, as figure 3
indicates very clearly, this policy change
did not lead to a migration stop from
Turkey to Germany. Migration from
Turkey to Germany continued, less due

to labour migration but mainly due
to family reunification in this period.
In addition to that, a large number of
refugees came to Germany due to violent
struggles in the country and political
persecution in the aftermath of the
military coup in 1980.
However, this period was also
characterised by return migration. As
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figure 2 and 3 illustrate, returnees never
exceeded 150,000. Only in the period
from 1983 to 1984 did the number of

returnees reach 310,000 as a result of the
return promotion policy of the German
state.

Figure 3: The Turkish-German Migration Balance (1974-1984)
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Source: Statistische Jahrbücher 1974-1984, calculated by the authors.

This return act and the corresponding
public debate in Germany is also
reflected in a large number of German
publications on return migration and
support of return through the whole
1980s, many of which also had a
political impetus.25 While after the
return promotion policy of the German
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state the return rates of Turkish citizens
rapidly decreased again, from 1985
onwards migration from Turkey to
Germany suddenly increased again, with
the the peak of the Kurdish conflict in
East Anatolia seen in the literature as the
main reason for this rise.26
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Figure 4: The Turkish-German Migration Balance (1985-1999)
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Source: Statistische Jahrbücher 1985-1999, calculated by the authors.

The migration from Turkey to
Germany remained higher than the
migration from Germany to Turkey
until 2005. From 2006 onwards, the
migration rates to Turkey started to
become higher than the out- migration
from Turkey. In addition to that, it
has to be mentioned that the number
of German citizens leaving Germany
for Turkey started to grow slowly but

steadily. As it is assumed that many of
these Germans are naturalised Turkish
citizens and/or descendants from the
so-called guest- workers generation,
these figures have to be added to the
out-migration rates of Turkish citizens
in order to estimate the total amount of
people with Turkish migration history in
Germany leaving for Turkey.

Figure 5: The Turkish-German Migration Balance (2000-2010)
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Source: Statistische Jahrbücher 2000-2010, calculated by the authors.
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Parallel to the different stages of the
German-Turkish migration history
we can also observe a change in the
type of returnees: While until 1973,
in the first phase, mainly individual
workers returned to their families in
Turkey, return migration in the 1980s
and 1990s was very much a decision
made by and for the family. Most of
the return migrants settled in their
region of origin, became involved
in agricultural production (again),27
especially in this first phases of GermanTurkish migration,28 set up small-scale
businesses29 and/or lived as retirees on
rental income, both became increasingly
common from the 1990s onwards.30
Generally speaking, returnees at this
time invested their savings in consumer
goods, housing, land and setting up
individual businesses.31 Therefore, they
did not really have a significant socioeconomic impact on Turkish society in
terms of employment, industrialisation
or economic development beyond the
individual and family level.32 Moreover,
according to the Turkish-Dutch
Boğazlıyan study of the 1970s, return
migration often meant “an acceptance
of failing to achieve aspirations”, with
family and health issues, unemployment
and official expulsion as common return
motives. These unsuccessful or failed
return migrants, some of which were
illegal “tourist” migrants who could not
136

find work in Germany, mostly settled in
their villages of origin.33 On the contrary,
rather successful return migrants appear
to have resettled, at least in part, in
Turkish (provincial centre) cities at
that time.34 Since the 1990s, direct
investments by the second generation,
particularly in the textiles industry, have
increased.35

While until 1973, in the
first phase, mainly individual
workers returned to their
families in Turkey, return
migration in the 1980s and
1990s was very much a decision
made by and for the family.
Today, more than 50 years after the
recruitment agreement, the population
with Turkish migration background
has significantly changed. For the
immigrants with Turkish background
in Germany we can identify several
aspects such as rising age, the increasing
number of naturalisations and the
rising educational level of the second
and particularly the third and fourth
generations.
According to these changes, the type of
people returning to Turkey has also varied.
A rough segmentation reveals three types
of returnees today: (i) those retirees
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who decided to live their retirement
days in Turkey, (ii) those retirees who
spend half of the year in Germany and
half of the year in Turkey and (iii) those
second and third generation young and
educated people who come to Turkey
for job possibilities.36 According to
Baykara-Krumme and Nauck, the
active population aged between 25 and
50 make up the majority among the
returnees; only about one quarter of the
return-migrants is older than 50 years.37
This means that Turkey is not only a
significant reference point for the first
generation of migrants but also for its
successor generations.

cities such as Istanbul, Ankara, Antalya
and Izmir are the hotspots for these
migrants from Germany. Thus it is not
surprising that they are often involved
in global and transnational economies41
and considered as prototypes of
transnational migrants.42 However, since
transnational ties have various forms,
dynamics and levels,43 the evaluation of
an overall transnationality seems to be
over-interpreting this phenomenon.

In particular the last group- the young
and highly educated- cannot be called
returnees as such as they were born in the
country where their forebears settled.38
Thus it seems to be more correct to refer
to them as highly-qualified migrants
with a migration background from
Turkey. However, this group of young
and educated migrants are often lucky
in the sense that their professional skills
correspond to the needs of the Turkish
labour market. While previous returnees
often bought taxis or delivery trucks,
built rental houses or set up small
businesses and became part of the service
sector,39 they now work in many different
sectors ranging from arts and culture to
telecommunications, engineering and
banking.40 The economically developed

Turkey as a migrant-sending country
promoted the out migration of workers
to Europe in the 1960s in the hope for a
positive impact on the Turkish economy
as part of its national development
planning.44 In order to enhance
economic growth and development,
the State Planning Organisation (Devlet
Planlama Teşkilatı, DPT) was established
after the Turkish military intervention in
1960 and in response to the high trade
deficit in Turkey developed so-called Five
Year Development Plans from the 1960s
onwards.45 These plans also targeted
the export of labour46 in the hope that
migrant workers would bring foreign
currency, reduce unemployment and
return with new skills, thus contributing
to industrialisation in Turkey.47

The Changing Nature of
Return and Reintegration
Policies in Turkey
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mainly increased consumption, imports
Therefore, a special exchange rate for
and private investments rather than
migrants’ remittances was introduced
national production and employment.51
after the recruitment agreement with
Moreover, remittances began to decline
Germany that remained until 1970.
in 1974 for the first time52 and have
Shortly before the German recruitment
rapidly declined since the late 1990s.53
ban in 1973, the Turkish and German
government also signed an agreement
Apart from these economic aspects,
on the economic reintegration of the
the Turkish government had no specific
“guest workers”, which included the (not
policy concerning these workers in
reached) goal of new companies founded
the first phases of German-Turkish
by returnees. German-Turkish joint
migration,54 which is illustrated by,
ventures- or rather the establishment of
for example, a lack
German branches in
of
information,
Turkey- as potential The Turkish economy heavily preparation
and
employers for return relied on migrants’ remittances vocational training
migrants
were to compensate for its trade before and during
also promoted, as deficit, although the money sent migration, as well
the DTP and the from abroad mainly increased as by insufficient
Turkish
industry consumption, imports and consular or other
chamber was started private
investments rather i n s t i t u t i o n a l
in the early 1970s.48 than national production and assistance.55 After the
Other
regulations employment.
military intervention
introduced in the
of 1971, four short1970s
included
term governments
special foreign currency accounts in
under martial law pursued similar
Turkey for workers abroad in order to
economic objectives concerning the
encourage them to transfer their savings
migrants abroad.56 During the following
to Turkey, accompanied by an agreement
election campaigns and again several
between the Turkish Central Bank
short-term elected as well as technocrat
49
and the German Dresdner Bank that
governments in the 1970s and early
remained valid until 1984.50 As shown
1980s, Turkey’s major political parties
by various studies, the Turkish economy
increasingly attempted to influence the
heavily relied on migrants’ remittances
political opinion of migrant workers
to compensate for its trade deficit,
and their families at home as well as
although the money sent from abroad
through the language, religious, and
138
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cultural education of migrants’ children
by sending teachers abroad.57
While the German state strongly
promoted the return of the “guest
workers” in the 1970s and 1980s, the
Turkish state promoted the hope for
economic growth through emigration
and- to some economically productive
extent- return migration after the
recruitment agreement.58 Therefore,
the Turkish state particularly supported
village
development
cooperatives
until 1973 and workers cooperatives59
from 1966 onwards, which both
remained rather unproductive due
to various problems, including a lack
of coordination, capital and skilled
workers.60 This similarly applies to other
unsuccessful reintegration initiatives by
the German and/or Turkish state such as
the support of vocational training, shares
in Turkish state companies or financial
support.61 Generally speaking, the
Turkish state’s perspective towards return
and reintegration during the first few
decades of German-Turkish migration
appears to be torn between economic
goals and cultural ideas. On the one hand,
the workers’ return was clearly imagined
and promoted in a far future,62 and thus
there was no attempt to strengthen their
rights in the destination countries.63 On
the other hand, the recruitment ban of
197364 and again the German return
promotion policy of 198365 were a shock

to Turkish representatives who feared a
“mass return” that would cause serious
economic problems like a further rise of
unemployment in Turkey.

The
recently
discovered
political,
socio-economic,
ethnic, and religious diversity of
the Almancı, the academic and
economic potential of the highly
skilled as well as their potential
political impact in Europe have
become a new target of Turkish
migration and diaspora policy
today.
As the migrants had long been called
“guest workers” in Germany, which
implied only a temporary stay without
permanent settlement, in Turkey they
were referred to as bizim vatandaşlarımız66
(our citizens), işçilerimiz (our workers)
or gurbetçimiz (our people abroad),67
which similarly stresses the “natural”
bond to the sending country.68 As the
migrants were assumed to be away only
temporarily, from the Turkish perspective
they were not seen as actual emigrants.69
This view that the migrants still belong
to Turkish society was despite there being
no national return and reintegration
policy (as well as no overall migration
strategy) from the 1960s to the 1990s,
and instead only had programmes by
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business organisations, trade unions and
political parties.70 This is partly due to
the unstable political situation in Turkey
as described above, which resulted, for
example, in an increasing influence of
local politicians interesting in returning
migrants.71
Just as the Turkish state had little
control over the extent of out migration
in the beginning, it later also had- in
relation to family reunions, long-term
settlement abroad and the decrease in
remittances- not much influence on
their decisions whether to return or not.
Instead, Turkish return migration policy
continued to be influenced by migration
policies of the host countries.72 This was
particularly true for Germany’s strong
return promotion policy in the 1980s,
which was even applied to Turkish
asylum seekers73 and had a considerable
impact on decisions to return in this
period (see figure 3). In the context of
the increasing return rate in the 1980s,
several studies on the schooling of the
migrants’ children and their respective
education and reintegration problems
after their return to Turkey emerged
in the third phase of German-Turkish
migration.74 Mainly due to these
problems, reintegration courses (uyum
kursları) with a focus on the Turkish
language and adaptation to rules in
Turkey were introduced. Additionally, in
order to provide the children of return
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migrants better chances in the Turkish
school system, special secondary schools
with German as a main language were
established by the Turkish Ministry of
Education within the foreign language
state schools, referred to as Anadolu
Lisesi.75 In 1986, the governments of
Germany and Turkey agreed to cooperate
with regard to the reintegration of return
children into the Turkish school system,
for example by sending German teachers
to such Anadolu Lisesi.76

In the last decade, the current
government then tried with
its “colour change” from the
Pink Card to the Blue Card to
re-define the functions of the
card more clearly and improve
its usability as well as to extend
Turkey’s binding policy to
further generations.
With the decrease of return rates,
permanent settlement and increasing
naturalisation of Turkish citizens in
the destination countries, the Turkish
state also shifted its policies away from
reintegration more and more towards the
destination countries. Thus it introduced
an identity card for former Turkish
citizens (the Pembe Kart, Pink Card)
in 1995, in order to still provide them
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important rights in Turkey even if they
had to give up their Turkish citizenship.
Today, in the context of globalisation
and transnationalisation, migration
policy and research have shifted their
attention towards new phenomena.
With regard to Turkey, it increasingly
deals with irregular migration to
and through Turkey (e.g. refugees,
asylum seekers, transit migration and
trafficking), historical displacements,
migrant domestic work in Turkey and
labour migration from and to non-EU
countries like Russia.77
As for the Turkish state, the General
Directorate of the Ministry of Labour for
Services for Workers Abroad (Çalışma
Bakanlığı Yurtdışı İşçi Hizmetleri Genel
Müdürlüğü) assists Turkish labour
migrants abroad with the help of
new established labour attaches, for
example in Germany,78 which shows a
considerable policy change compared to
the poor consular assistance in the early
days of Turkish labour migration. In
contrast, the former labour migrants and
their following generations in Western
Europe, also called “Euro-Turks”,79
are not a major concern of Turkish
migration research anymore- and even
less in Turkish public discourse.80
Accordingly, the Turkish government
neither promotes remittances from
Europe today81 nor has developed any

specific return or reintegration policy in
response to the increasing numbers of
return migrants in the last few years.82
Instead, the recently discovered political,
socio-economic, ethnic, and religious
diversity of the Almancı, the academic
and economic potential of the highly
skilled83 as well as their potential political
impact in Europe have become a new
target of Turkish migration and diaspora
policy today.84
This is reflected in a variety of
new developments by the current
government, including the YTB, which
was founded in 2010, and the shift from
the former Pembe Kart (Pink Card) to
the new Mavi Kart (Blue Card) in 2004,
with further changes in 2012.

Binding the Almancı to the
“Homeland”
Even though our focus of this article
lies on new developments in the
“binding policy” of the Turkish state,
we outlined how the emigrants have
always been seen as part of Turkish
society. This perspective is expressed, for
example, by representatives of diverse
political parties in Turkey who have
referred to them as “our citizens” until
today. From the beginning of GermanTurkish migration, there have been
various political attempts by different
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governments to bind the Almancı to
their “homeland”, with a particular
focus on the economic and cultural/
educational dimensions. As most of
these policies were not very effective
or in part governed by the migration
policies of the destination countries,
the new developments of the current
government can be seen as an attempt
to continue, improve and extend former
binding policies, under consideration of
their own political objectives.

Current binding policies with
regard to citizenship and
“diaspora management” can
also be seen as state responses
to
this
globalising
and
transnationalising world.
For example, the former Pink Card
was introduced long before the JDP
government, namely by a political
coalition of the True Path Party (Doğru Yol
Partisi, DYP) and the Social Democratic
Populist Party (Sosyaldemokrat Halkçı
Parti, SHP) in the 1990s. In the last
decade, the current government then
tried with its “colour change” from the
Pink Card to the Blue Card to re-define
the functions of the card more clearly
and improve its usability as well as to
extend Turkey’s binding policy to further
generations.
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The recently established YTB is also
not the first institution that deals with
(former) Turkish citizens abroad, but
an attempt to coordinate the various
organisations involved and to ensure
their efficiency. Relatively new is,
however, the YTB’s focus on diaspora
policies rather than on integration/
reintegration policies.85
Building and keeping ties to Turkic
societies and “related communities”
are not new either. For example, the
Turkish International Cooperation and
Development Agency (Türk İşbirliği
ve Koordinasyon Ajansı Başkanlığı,
TIKA) was established in 1992 “as a
technical aid organisation under the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to respond
to the restructuring, adaptation and
development needs of the Turkic
(Turkish-speaking) Republics after the
disintegration of the Soviet Union”.86
Since 1999, TIKA has been affiliated to
the Prime Minister’s Office, providing
development assistance87 and being
present “particularly in the countries
with whom we have shared values, as well
as in many other areas and countries.”88
With the JDP government, TIKA has
extended its activities, development aid
and established coordination offices in
more countries, mainly in the Balkans,
the Middle East and Africa.89 Moreover,
it also cooperates with the YTB’s Cultural
and Social Relations Department.90
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However, despite our focus on the
Blue Card and the YTB, these are not
the only developments of the JDP’s
binding policy as part of its overall
foreign policy. For example, the Yunus
Emre Institute (Yunus Emre Enstitüsü,
hereafter YEE), established in 2007
and with its cultural centres in various
countries, is, according to the former
Minister of Culture and Tourism Attila
Koç, supposed to “undertake the mission
of presenting the Turkish language and
culture to the world just like many
other Western institutions such as the
Goethe and Cervantes institutes”.91
This goal includes a variety of activities
like cultural events or summer schools,
in order “to be part of the global world
and to contribute to world culture”, as
emphasised by its current chairman
Hayati Develi.92 Even though the YEE
is less directed towards (former) Turkish
citizens abroad, the locations of the
cultural centres in Europe, the Middle
East and the Balkans can be seen in line
with Turkey’s overall foreign policy.
In the contemporary world of
globalisation and transnationalisation,
migrants are able to maintain close
transnational ties to their countries of
origin and settlement, whereas in the
1970s migrants’ correspondence with
their family in Turkey “regularly each
month” was considered as frequent
in migration research.93 Therefore,
current binding policies with regard to

citizenship and “diaspora management”
can also be seen as state responses to this
globalising and transnationalising world.
In the following two sub-sections we
will consider Turkey’s politics of binding
in greater detail by focusing on the YTB
as well as the Pink Card and the Blue
Card.

The Presidency of Turks Abroad
and Related Communities (YTB)
Turkish governments have given
importance, at least in theory, to their
citizens who left Turkey in the first
step for labour-related reasons and later
on for family reunification. Thus it is
not surprising that most governments
designated state ministers who were in
charge of the policies related to these
citizens abroad. However, the duties of
these state ministers have never been
clearly defined, which has led to various
coordination problems between the large
numbers of institutions involved.94 In
order to ensure the efficiency of services,
the YTB was set up in 2010.95 This is a
public institution and affiliated with the
Prime Minister’s Office.
The main objective of the YTB can be
summarised in four points: (i) to improve
the situation of Turkish citizens abroad
as well as to coordinate their activities;
(ii) to strengthen and coordinate the
“historically determined” social, cultural
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and economic ties with Turkic societies;
(iii) to coordinate and develop the higher
education of foreign students in Turkey
apart from projects related to the EU,
the Council of Higher Education and
universities; and (iv) to support nongovernmental organisations by Turkish
citizens in Turkey and abroad.96 In
other words, we can say that the YTB is
designed to support, shape and control
the life worlds, activities, institutions
and perspectives of Turkish migrants in
Europe and their descendants as well
as to set up new policies with so-called
“related communities”.97

the “homeland” is by far not its sole
objective. As a detailed analysis of
the overall goals of the YTB would go
beyond the scope of this article,98 we will
concentrate on their activities related to
(former) Turkish citizens abroad and the
Blue Card.

This short overview on the main
objectives of the YTB clearly shows
that the binding of the Almancı to

A glance at the YTB’s webpage (see
figure 6) confirms this pro-Turkish,
activist and service character very clearly.

The YTB’s motto is: “Wherever we have
a citizen, kin or relative, there we are”
(“Nerede bir vatandaşımız, soydaşımız,
akrabamız varsa biz oradayız”).99 This
motto has become its slogan and is on
the top of its webpage, various banners
etc. It is highly distinctive for this young
public institution’s self-conception.

Figure 6: The Presidency of Turks Abroad and Related Communities’ Webpage

Source: Presidency of Turks Abroad and Related Community, at http://www.ytb.gov.tr [last visited 6
August 2013].
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On the homepage, apart from the
Presidency’s logo and motto, a picture
of Atatürk and the toolbar at the top
of the webpage, there are also some
buttons to click for information on and
about the YTB. On the right side there
are six buttons for further information
on Blue Cards, scholarships, voting
abroad, studying abroad, juridical
matters and financial support. Just by
clicking through these buttons, the user
achieves an idea of the main concerns of
the Presidency: Besides sensibilities for
Muslim issues100 and clear linkages to
the Turkish Republic and the Muslim
world,101 the YTB wants to provide
practical information and services for
their three target groups: Turkish citizens
abroad, Turkic people and students.
The providing of detailed information
on the Blue Card for former Turkish
citizens, new possibilities to participate
in Turkish elections for Turkish citizens
abroad102 and scholarships for students
can be mentioned in this context.

the countries where they are established
(and) perceive their ties with Turkey”.105
Gürsel Dönmez, Vice-Chairman of
YTB, underlines accordingly that YTB
is open to all NGOs106 that fulfil the
criteria mentioned above and that it
supports them as long as their projects
“make sense to us”.107 The criteria of
“making sense to us” seems to be part
of YTB’s strategy: On the one hand,
they intend to be open for ideas and
projects they have not thought about
before themselves, but on the other
hand the ideas have to contribute to
achieving YTB’s overall goals while
playing their cards close to their chest.
However, the support of Turkish NGOs
abroad (e.g. by training courses how to
defend their rights and interests), an
intensified cooperation among each
other and the foundation of further new
NGOs, appear to be important steps in
the context of the YTB’s major strategic
goal, the strengthening and mobilising
of the Turkish diaspora.108

In addition, the Presidency supports
non-governmental organisations that
have been established in Turkey or
abroad by Turkish citizens, members
of kin and related communities and
international students103 by financing
particular projects.104 Kemal Yurtnaç,
Chairman of YTB, states in this context
that the YTB wants these NGOs to
“actively participate in public life in

However, neither the service mission
nor the support of projects naively fulfil
the purpose to facilitate the access to
information for (former) Turkish citizens
abroad or to support the diaspora, but
rather are political instruments in order
to attach these people to Turkey. Ayhan
Kaya argues in this context:
The current political elite is inclined to
position Turkey as a hegemonic power
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among its regional neighbours (the
Middle East, the Balkans, North Africa
and the Caucasus as well as the Central
Asian Turkic republics) using a neoOttoman and Turco-Islamist discourse,
while tending to instrumentalize
migrants of Turkish origin and their
descendants to promote Turkey in
European countries.109

A glance at the current governments’
foreign policy in general and culture
as its “civil pillar”110 indeed clearly
shows linkages to neo-Ottoman and
Turco-Islamist discourses and the
political instrumentalisation of (former)
Turkish citizens abroad. However, a
general romanticisation and/or new
interpretation of Ottomanism, Turkism
and Islamism is not the main issue at
this point, but instead we are concerned
with its achievement of its overall
objective, i.e. strengthening Turkey’s
position in the region and the world. In
this context, the maintenance of links
with countries formerly under Ottoman
rule, other Muslim and Turkic societies
as well as with the Turkish diaspora in
several countries is seen as a “natural”
continuation of traditional linkages.
However, according to Gürsel Dönmez,
the emphasis lies not on an upholding
of traditions but on the vision of the
current policy makers to establish Turkey
as a cultural, political and economic
power in and beyond the region.111
This focus of Turkish foreign policy
has been emphasised in the literature112
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as well as in various official statements.
Yurtnaç notes for instance that Turkey
has given up its “inward-looking”
foreign policy113 and had “sought to
expand foreign policy instruments at
its disposal, coming to acquire new
tools in such fields as public diplomacy,
cultural diplomacy, development aid
and humanitarian assistance.”114 Bilge
Aydın, an assistant expert at the YTB,
even goes a step further and argues that
in the current world of globalisation
and transnationalisation policies have to
change accordingly.115 All this indicates a
general rethinking which is clearly visible
on various levels of the realpolitik. The
foundation of new state institutions such
as the YTB and the YEE,116 the mission of
these institutions, and the development
of various other “soft” strategies such as
programmes for academics of Turkish
origin117 can be seen as examples in
this context. The efforts with which the
YTB tries to improve the Blue Card are
another example for this policy. The
following section will look at this issue
in more detail.

From the Pink to the Blue Card:
Specific identity cards for former
Turkish citizens
The so-called Blue Card and the
previous Pink Card is a particular
Turkish identity card for former Turkish
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citizens who have been naturalised in
countries where dual citizenship is not
recognised.118 The card provides them
with a bundle of rights in Turkey despite
their official non-citizenship status
there. Although Blue Card holders are
legally not Turkish citizens anymore,
they are entitled to certain rights
such as residence, work, investment
and inheritance free from the various
restrictions of Turkish laws on foreigners.
Blue Card holders have a privileged status
among non-Turkish citizens in Turkey.
In other words, we can also say that they
provide former Turkish citizens with a
legal status between formal citizens and
“aliens”. For that reason Ayşe Cağlar also
refers to this card as “citizenship light”
and Vera Artz describes the holders as
“nationals in quotation marks” (Bürger
in Anführungsstrichen).119
Currently, the exact number of Blue
Card holders is not known. Estimates only
give an idea of approximate numbers. The
number of German citizens with Turkish
migration background who obtained
one is estimated to be between 150,000
and 200,000120 the estimated figures
of former Turkish citizens worldwide
vary between 300,000 and 400,000.121
Taking into consideration that there are
around 3 million people with Turkish
background living in Germany122 and
around 6.5 million Turkish citizens
living in more than 150 countries,123

the popularity of the Blue Card can be
described as rather poor. We will discuss
the reasons for this low attractiveness
below. At this point we would only like
to note that Turkey’s current government
is developing new strategies and policies
to raise the popularity of the Blue Card.
According to some newspaper articles,
the number of holders will increase to
one million due to these changes.124
It is impossible to say today whether
this number will be reached. However,
based on a telephone survey, which was
carried out after these legal changes in
June and August 2012 in Germany, we
may assume that these changes have
already led to an enormous boost of
attractiveness.125 However, according to
E. Elif Gönüllü and İsmail Demiryürek
from the YTB, all these numbers are
rather speculative. In this context the
two experts also pointed out that the
goal of the YTB is not simply an increase
of Blue Card holders as such, but rather
to ensure that they have easy access to
all their rights.126 In addition, it has to
be underlined that the main aim of the
YTB is not to promote return migration.
On the contrary, it rather prefers a strong
and successful diaspora with strong ties
to Turkey in order to create a political
lobby and close economic linkages with
the countries of emigration.127 Ensuring
former Turkish citizens several rights in
their country of origin is part of this
policy.
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In this context it has to be noted that
the binding of former citizens to Turkey
is not a new phenomenon as such since
the Blue Card was originally introduced
by the DYP-SHP coalition government
as the Pink Card in 1995. The main
reason for the introduction of this card
was that Germany, the main migrantreceiving country from Turkey, and
many other European countries with
migrant population from Turkey did not
and still do not accept dual citizenship.128
In these countries naturalisation for
migrants mainly meant and means the
abandonment of their birth citizenship.
Despite the fear of some political
circles that the Blue Card would enable
minority groups such as Armenians
and Greeks, who had renounced their
Turkish citizenship in order to acquire
another citizenship, to come back to
Turkey and reclaim their property, the
Blue Card was invented to enable social,
political and economic integration of
“guest workers” and their descendents
in Europe without losing their rights
in Turkey.129 This primary aim has been
stressed throughout the whole process of
inventing, establishing and improving
the cards.130 New, however, is the
enthusiasm and efficiency with which
this aim is carried out.
According to Law No. 4112, the
Law Amending the Law on Turkish
Citizenship
(Türk
Vatandaşlığı
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Kanununda Değişiklik Yapılmasına İlişkin
Kanunun) which led to the introduction
of the Pink Card in 1995, those Turkish
citizens who obtained their Turkish
citizenship by birth and got permission
from the Turkish Ministry of the Interior
to abandon their Turkish citizenship to
obtain another citizenship “continue
to have the opportunity to enjoy the
same rights such as residence, travel,
work, heritage, the purchase or lease
of movable and immovable property
like Turkish citizens”.131 However, this
wording led to enormous discussions
of how to deal with those rights which
are not explicitly mentioned in the law.
These discussions were finally stopped
due to another amendment in 2004
(Law No. 5203) according to which the
wording “rights such as…” was replaced
by a list of duties and rights Blue Card
holders are excluded from. Among these
exceptions are the compulsory military
services, the active and passive right to
vote, become civil servants and they
can import vehicles, instruments or
household goods for free.132 At the same
time the card was renamed the Blue
Card.
However, these clarifications were not
enough to solve the problems of Blue
Card holders and therefore did not raise
the attractiveness of the system. Thus
another change in the law was made in
2012 (Law No. 6304).133 Although this
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law mainly reforms the voting rights for
Turkish citizens abroad, it also includes
important changes for the registration
and obtaining of a Blue Card. Concerning
the right to apply for a Blue Card it has
to be stated that since this amendment
not only former Turkish nationals who
obtained Turkish citizenship by birth
have the right to obtain one, but also
their descendants. Until now, it was
possible to obtain the Blue Card for
children and grandchildren of former
Turkish citizens only. However, with
recent reforms this right will be extended
to further generations.

Within the globalising and
transnationalising
world,
migrants increasingly retain
close ties to their countries of
residence and origin.
This legislative reform clearly implies
the principle of descent and indicates
the interest of the Turkish lawmaker
to maintain strong linkages to former
Turkish citizens and their descendants
for generations to their country of origin.
In addition to that, the law includes
various attempts to coordinate the
registration of Blue Card holders, which
has been very insufficient before and led
to administrative problems. Now a Mavi
Kart Kütüğü (Blue Card Register) will

administer the data in the central civil
registration system. With these changes,
improvements in the administration of
the holders and several facilitations for
holders are expected. Advances in this
respect are very necessary since the list
of problems holders were facing was long
and ranged from technical deficits such
as missing ID numbers on the card to
civil servants, the administrative staff
in the private service sector, employers,
etc. lack knowledge of the system which
led to various problems with official
transactions and operations, as well as
to problems with purchase contracts and
difficulties on the labour market. These
and many other difficulties related to the
Blue Card are not only highlighted in
the literature134 but also by the holders
themselves. Online discussion forums
on social networks illustrate for instance
that the experiences of Blue Card holders
vary not according to the transactions
and operations as such but rather to
the people (civil servants, clerks etc.)
involved in these operations.135 For that
reason, the YTB currently also plans a
publicity campaign in order to introduce
the Blue Card to civil servants and
clerks.136
Referring to these problems and the
recent amendments, Yurtnaç stated in an
interview in 2011 that:
These people can’t open bank accounts
or buy property because their ID
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numbers are no longer active, but these
citizens, who are estimated to number
between 300,000 and 400,000, will no
longer be treated like foreigners. They
will not be registered in the Foreigners’
Registry but the Overseas Citizens’
Registry, which has been set up in the
General Directorate of Population
Affairs. That way, their ID numbers
will be active, enabling them to exercise
their rights.137

Deputy Prime Minister Bekir Bozdağ
even went one step further by saying
that “those who possess the ‘Blue Card’
will from now on be able to benefit from
all of the same opportunities as Turkish
citizens and won’t have to deal with the
problems that they’ve confronted in the
past”.138 By proclaiming “Whatever a
Turkish identity card does, the ‘Blue
Card’ will also do. It will be used like a
citizen’s identity card at the land registry
office, at the public notary and at all
government offices”,139 he describes the
Blue Card as quasi-citizenship. However,
the fact that for instance retirement
issues are still complicated for Blue Card
holders indicates that he embellished
the situation.140 Nevertheless, time will
soon show the degree of improvement
due to these amendments. However, it is
important to note at this point that the
YTB is determined to carry out reforms
until Blue Card holders have their rights
not only on paper but also in practice.141
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Conclusion
In this article, our aim was to analyse
the official Turkish state policies to bind
the Almancı to Turkey. Therefore, we
first gave an overview on the changing
return and reintegration policies from
the beginning of German-Turkish
migration, thereby considering notions
of belonging and “homeland” from
the Turkish perspective. The chapter
has shown a considerable policy shift
from reintegration towards residence
countries and transnational ties over the
years, which has been further extended
by the Turkish government in its most
recent “binding” policies.

By establishing appropriate
policies to achieve the political
objectives, it is obvious that
they bridge between the old
blood- and religion-based
understandings of belonging
and the new necessities
of
the
globalising
and
transnationalising world.
Within
the
globalising
and
transnationalising world, migrants
increasingly retain close ties to their
countries of residence and origin.
Theoretically, dual citizenship provides
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(transnational) migrants with the best
legal framework for participating in two
societies. However, the invention of the
Pink/Blue Card system was a creative
tool to by-pass the strict citizenship laws
in the immigration-receiving countries,
which do not recognise dual citizenship,
and to catch up with the needs to
develop a legal framework for multiple
belongings in the age of migration,
globalisation and transnationalisation,
while safeguarding the interests of the
state.
The establishment of the YTB can
be seen in the same vein. It is a newly
established state institution with the

overarching objective to strengthen
Turkey’s ties with (former) Turkish
citizens and “related communities”
in order to become a strong cultural,
political and economic player in and
beyond the region. By establishing
appropriate policies to achieve the
political objectives, it is obvious that
they bridge between the old bloodand religion-based understandings of
belonging and the new necessities of the
globalising and transnationalising world.
This bridging, however, is an interesting
subject for further research since it gives
insights into the functioning of various
“soft pillars” of Turkish foreign policy
and the understanding of Turkishness.
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